
Wonder Collection  // Fully upholsterd, Corner, 95x95
Designed by SPACE

PRODUCT

DESCRIPTION

A new take on the classic modular sofa, Wonder builds on the virtues of 70s 

lounge furniture - informal, generous, playful, bringing it into the present with an 

elegantly minimal and sleek frame. The Wonder Sofa celebrates comfort and 

ease with its softly folded cushion over the backrest - relaxed and neat at the 

same time. With a choice of textiles and seam detailing to the backrest cushion, 

Wonder can be customized to fit both formal and more playful spaces and 

settings.

VERSION FACTS

- Fully upholstered / black painted MDF legs MEASUREMENT - H X L X W:  MM

Available with fixed covers and removable covers

Height: 760 mm

Length: 950 mm

Width: 950 mm

Sitting height: 380 mm

Sitting depth: 600 mm

Sitting width: 600 mm

WEIGHT ITEM

32,5 kg

PACKAGING MEASUREMENT - L x W x H CM

There are felt pads underneath the legs 99 x 99 x 72 cm

PACKAGING - MATERIAL TYPE

TYPES - Delivery note

- Cardboard box

Order item - look for part number in the pricelist. - Polybag PE

The series consists of the following: - Strapping

Corner module 

Mid module WEIGHT PACKAGING - TOTAL

Pouffe module 9 kg

NUMBER OF PARCELS

1

TOTAL WEIGHT

41,5 kg

FABRIC CONSUMPTION

560 cm (for 140 cm wide roll)

The modules are attached using alligator joint snap that are rotated out when you connect them, and 

can be rotated back underneath the sofa on the side that you are not using – so you can change the 

setup of the sofa afterwards.

Wooden frame from solid pine wood, particle board and plywood. Nozag springs on the seat and 10 

cm 30 kg/m3, 150 N foam. The top layer of the seat is made with a mix of foam particles and duck 

feathers. (50%/50%).

The cushion is removable and attached to the backrest with magnets. The upholstery on the cushion 

is removable. On the backside there is 10mm of 18kg/m3 160 N foam and two layers of 320g/m2 

wadding. On the front side of the cushion there is 23 kg/m3, 60 N on the front. The front top layer is 

upholstered with a mix of foam particles and duck feathers (50%/50%).
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MEASUREMENTS

CLEANING AND MAINTENANCE

For cleaning the upholstered surface, first try to brush off the dirt gently. If this is not enough then 

vacuum the surface. If further cleaning of the padding is needed, a stain remover is recommended. 

The cleaning has to be gentle and must always be tested on the most invisible area of the surface 

before the actual cleaning. 

Avoid blotches by gentle, circular rubbing towards the stain. To avoid stains, quickly remove the dirt 

with a piece of absorbing household wipe and clean with water and colourless washing-up liquid. 

Do not use the following products for the padding:

 • Undiluted cleaning liquids. 

• Bleach. 

• Ammoniac. 

• Soap for hard surfaces. 

For further cleaning guidance, we refer to information regarding the specific textile.

For washing instructions always follw recommendations from fabric suppliers.

ENVIRONMENT

-

TESTS

-

CERTIFICATION AND LABELS

- Fire retardant foam according to Californian Technical Bulletin 117 or BS5852, Crib 5 are availeble 

upon requests
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